TS3001: Time-travel
Some scientists and other genii have come to the conclusion that time travel is not possible, but
others, including myself, disagree. Time travel is completely possible it’s just that the conditions for
it to happen are difficult to accommodate. Even Einstein whose technology was significantly less
than what there is now found a ways to travel to the future difficult to achieve but possible. In terms
of time travel in the past there are relatively simple ways to see the past, but if the person actually
wanted to travel to the past it would be significantly harder.
There are different types of travel to the past. One way allows you to see the past but not interfere.
This is called one dimensional time travel. The other way allows you to participate in past event and
even change it and the future. This is called two-dimensional time travel. The way of looking back in
time is progressively easier than going and experiencing the time.
Seeing the past is relatively simple if we look at Alpha Centauri, a planet four light-years away,
through a telescope we see it as it was four years ago. This doesn’t help us if we want to see
ourselves in the past but that is also possible. If we stand five feet in front of a mirror the image of
you is not of that time you’re standing but ten nanoseconds before that time because light travels
and one foot per nanosecond and it would take five nanoseconds to travel from you to the mirror
and five nanoseconds back to you, so in theory if you were to send a mirror into space four lightyears away, squared directly on you, and looked at it, it would take four year for the light travel that
far, so in four years you could see yourself when you sent the mirror into space.
Most will say you’re actually not traveling to the past by looking in a mirror and they’re right because
you can’t experience the time or do stuff with it while you’re seeing it. These people would be
absolutely right, but there is a different type of traveling to the past in which you can interact with
your past self. Some people are know a bit about the theory of a wormhole. In which you enter and
end up at the end of a distance just as yourself is getting ready to go through the wormhole
providing your fast enough you could go back to the entrance to the wormhole with enough time to
shake hands with yourself before you go thought the wormhole.
The theory of the wormhole works because of space-time. Space-time is curved like a cylinder the
top of the cylinder is the same as the bottom a wormhole is a tunnel that goes through the cylinder
that leaves you where you started only older. Due to the fact space-time is rounded if the universe
were to come to a cataclysmic end history would begin to repeat itself. With the theory of spacetime will show that putting the people in an elevator and cutting the cable and watching them
plummet to the bottom of the shaft is say the same as if when the cable is cut the elevator is
suspended in mid-air and the ground rises to up to hit he stationary elevator. Now if the ground rose
the Earth would expand like a balloon, but because space-time is a cylinder the Earth retains its
shape and size. So if u stood on a tree branch and cut the cable you would be weightless until the
earth hit you.
This shows that time travel is possible in terms of visiting the past and future. This also shows that
some scientists can be wrong. Time travel is not about whether it’s possible but rather how much it
will cost to provide a person with the necessary components to accommodate all the circumstances.
1. The Paradox of time travel by Daniel Lewis.

